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This report was prepared by prime contractor Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
and subcontractor Stanford Rest arch Institute under NASA Contract NAS-5-10295.
The work was administrated by Goddard Space Flight Center. Mr. W. Nyberg,
Code 733, was the NASA Technical Officer throughout the program.
'	 This report; covers work that was started November 1966 and completed August 1968.
J. Roth was the Goodyear Aerospace Project Engineer with B. R. Stack of
Stanford Research institute serving as Project Engineer on the subcontract. i 
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION
The study summarized in this report compared, primarily on an economic
and operational basks, advanced active and passive satellite oommunication
systems for the purpose of establishing the relative merits of advanced
passive syr .nms
This report is the summary of the study performed under prime
contract (No. NAS5-10295) with Goddard SFC and Goodyear Aerospace
Corporation, with Stanford Research Institute serving as a sub -
contractor. This study is summarized in this volume (Volume T)•
The detailedresults and analyses are presented in Volume 11
Related Appendices comprise Volume M.
IThe study was initiated because recent advancements in the many
technologies related to passive comset systems have warranted
a reappraisal of the relative merits of active and passive
systems The material covered he re i n
 inex^mnchxonous
covered
by previous studies in that p	 y
orbit are considered and detailed comparison on the basis of
system costs are ,Included,
Representative passive end active communication satellite systems
for the early 1970's were postulated, based on a survey of existing
and near future capabilities. A cost comparison was made using a
cost model developed for the program and considering two representa -
tive missions among some of the many possible depicted. The 	 j
`comparison was tempered by a consideration of the relative operational
performance, effectiveness, and utility of the two system types
Conclusions were drawn for the specific caves evaluated and guide -
lines for extension to more general cases are p7ovided.
i
w
Refer to Volume II Introduction
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SECTION II
TE)CHNICAL APPROACH
ft 0SECTION II - TKOICAL APPROACH
A technology base waF
satellite systems cou
c omparison of passiv;;
comparison completed,
dations.
established, from
'61.
 ftich futur: axmunication
ld be derived, def iniUDn of a Ifiteria for
and ac";i ,: a systems f crmul atea, i.nd the actual
deriving pertinent conclusions anti recommen-
40
A : u:^3ey wa conducted to establish the existing and near-future
bounds on such tcrhr.olomi ^: areas as:
:k
( 1) passive ssteii. ", characteristics and ;performance
parameters	 '
(2) active satel.3.ite characterl sties and 	 rformance:
parameters 
(3) charactertstics of earth station's coriponents; c-.g . ,
antenna size s gAti, rf power, etc.
('a) the launch vehicles availabl y.: to placer satellites of
various weights into syn--nronous orbit.
Thee are!at were investigated not only fo:c technical limits but
also for th y_ costs required to achieve 'these limits.
The re presentatIve missions selected fl the comparison are;
(1) point-to-point voice communicat,ji.on 	 d (2) a TV distribution
system. Fre,,m the technology bass--., s everal advanced active and
passive satellite
	
were formulatec' to effect these missions
and a method eF,tabl isheed through which these systems could be
compared. Initially, the compari son eas accomplished on an
economical bar;is; i.e., cc#t per cha;:nel. The missions in general
were also compared (ac-ti ,.( vs passive) from such operational view-
points as coverage areas, interference, and overall spectrum,
utilizatlion.
The comparison was conducted at a base frequency of b GHz. By
examining the frequ!nc y sensitive terms, an analysis of relative
perform,Ance of passi vo satellite system-. at frequencies above
X-bane? was conducted. Some specific as well as general trends
were deduced from. these comparisons. These trends, although
deduced with selecte:? examples, were extended to the generali?ed
case of all active versus passive communication satellite systems.
Regarc:less of the absolute accuracy of the inputs used or the
val. dity of the ;rissi.ons chc. sen f, r ccxrpariso.), important con-
clusions and recommendationE were. established. These conclusions
and recommendations evaluate and delineate areas for the possible
exploitation of the potential of passive communication satellite
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
1 - Passive Satellites
Passive satellite technology was evaluated, a "saddle"-type reflector
was selected as representative for the comparison study, and thc- re-
quired parameters (lifetime, gain, beamwidth, cost and weight) were
detaiSed.
Conceptual configurations ranging from dipole belts and spheres
through flat plates were evaluated. The pascomsat selected for
the comparison is referred to as the "meddle" reflector because
the reflecting surface is comprised of mathematical saddle points'
which are derived, as illustrated, from a hyperboloid of one sheet.
The selection of the saddle reflector was based in part on its
apparently high gain to weight rat.'.o, confidence in the structural
approach, relative tolerance to expected orbital loads (including
thermal effects), and excellent electrical performance including
Independent control of the gain and beamwidth parameters.
The evaluation of various aspects of the reflector and related
subsystems provided credibility to the input parameters for the
comparison study. The evaluations apply to structural aspects,
electrical behavior, steering and sta'ion keeping, thermal effects
and other elements.
The gain (Gs ) of the saddle reflector is defined with respect to its
aperture diameter (D) and the beamwiuth (A in radians) as follows:
2
G s = r)	 (with respect to isotropic gain
receiving and reradieting antennas)
The beamwidth is related
radius of curvature ( P
A = —2DDP
and it may be noted that
- -flector gain as in the
to aperture diameter and minimum reflector
by
(radians)
the beamwidth does not uniquely define the
case of flat plates, for example.
The approximate weight of the saddle satellite, including the
required subsystems with propellant and power supply based on a
five-year lifetime, is plotted as a function of diameter. Rrrf&E
and unit production costs for the saddle Are also plotted as
functions of diameter. It should be noted that the maximum saddle
d i ameter used during the study was 325 feet because the w.Aght
asrnciated with larger diameters wo Ad require a costly Saturn V
launch.
Refer to Volume II- Technology Base, and Volume III - Appendix A and B
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SECTION III - TECMOLOCA BASE
2 - Active Satellites
Based on Comsat Corporation data, three satellites weighing 1000, 2000
and 3000 Pounds With maximum ERP's of 67, 70 and 72 dbw have been selected
as representative of advanced systems for the time period of the study.
The characteristics, including costs of active satellJtes
selected for the purpose of the comparative analysis, are based
on Comsat data. 	 The selection followed an examination and analysis
of active satellite development since the successful launching of
Score.	 The examination dealt with past advancements of commercial
comsat technology exemplified by the Syncom, Intelsat I and 11^
whose abbreviated characteristics are tabulated. 	 Intelsat III,
recently unsuccessfully launched, has been considered to be repre-
se	 Ive of contemporary commercial technology. 	 The ATS seriesntati
'J of satellites were examined in the light of their highly experimental
nature and were considered as representative of technology limits in
certain areas.	 Abbreivated characteristics of the ATS series are
tabulated.
Four types of active satellites were used in the comparison study,'
with characteristics believed to be representative of the time
period with consideration.	 The satellite parameters essential
to the analysis are tabulated.	 The four satellites range from the
SAT-1, which is similar to Intelsat IV and is included only as a
point of departure, to the SAT-4, which has performance parameters
that might be expected in the 1975 time period or later.
It is assumed that an earth coverage receiving antenr^ is used in
11 cases, and that the satellite receivers have a noise figure
of 5 and a total bandwidth of 500 MHz.	 The transmitter power levels
are based on Comsat Corporation estimates.	 A loss of approximately
4 db, consistent with the problems of antenna despinning and system
stabilization and point eccu,racy, is assumed. 	 A satellite mean life
of 5 years is assumed.
Refer to Volume II	 Technology Base, and Volume III 	 Appendix J
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T
ESTABLISHED TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
Sate	 to Orbital Weight Me) ERP Watts
Syncom 84 5
Intelsat, I 87 32
Intelsat 11 1,90 50
EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
0.
X11_,1ce O^b^a" Weight (lbs) ERP (Watts )
AM I 774 160
ATS II 776 1000
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE CH!' RACT 	 IST ICS
Leis
	
nation
,W_ --_— Sat- Sat-P. Mat-3 Safi-
Useful  Weight (lb) 1000 1000 2000 3000
'Receiver Noise Figurer 5 5 5 5
Recoiver Bandwidth (GHz) 0. 5 0.5 0.5 0,5
Receiver Antenna Gain (db) 19 19 19 19
,Receiver Sensitivity G/T (db) -32 -32 -12 -1P,
1ranamitter RV Powex (dbw) 15 26 29 31
Transmitter RF Power (Watts) 35 400 500 2200
Misc. Losses (db) 4 4 4 4
60 peamwidth 32 43 46 48
8Q 36 49 52 54
ERF(dbw) 49 44 55 58 60
20 50 61 64 66
10 56 67 70 72
Booster
i
At_la ZA gn& .= Titan IITC Titan IIIC HII
160 _ 27 35 45
80 0.5 27 35 45
REX($M) , 2 27 35 45
20	
- 10 37 45 55
10 10. 37 45 55
3.60 3 .0 500 9 0 1200
Unit	 g° 3.0 5.0 9.0_ 12.0
Cost	 40 3.5 5.0 90` -12 .0
(_ ►r1)	 20 4.0 5.5 9.5 12- -.-o10 4.5 6.o 10.0 12,0
* 11
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
3 - Launch Vehicles
I	 id
An evaluation of launch vehicles of various configurations, based
primarily on cost and maximum payload weight in a synchronous orbit,
led to the selection of the Atlas Agena-BII, Titan III C and Titan
111-C-III with payload weights of 1000, 2000 and 3000 pounds at re-
spective coots of $8.4 M, X15,9 M and $18.1 M for use in the systems
analyses.
The launch vehicle analysis considered the entire range of the
present, and near future inventory from the Delta through the
Saturn V. Of particular interest for the inputs to the study
were the cost and payload weight for synchronous orbit parameters,
These parameters were determined from several sources, including
NASA, vehicle contractors, and literature, and are tab^.lated. The
range of values listed for payload weight of several of the launch
vehicles resulted from the configurations and potential improve-
ments available.
In addition to the parameters listed, consideration was given to
such factors as payload diameter (which had an indirect effect on
passive satellite weight), the peculiarities of synchronous orbit
injection, upper stage integration penalties, etc. For the purpose
of standardization during the program, a launch probability of
0.9 had been assumed for all vehicles.
Finally, since the passive and active satellite elements utilized
in the study appear to align themselves in the weight range of
1000 to 3000 pounds, three vehicles, which cover the weight range
incrementally, were standardized for the study. These vehicles
are the proposed Atlas Agena-B11, the Titan IIIC $ and the proposed
Titan III-C-B11, with approximate payload weights of 1000, 2000 and
y'3000 pounds and associated costs of P.4 m^, $15.9 M and $16.1 M,
respectively.
There is an integration cost for the B.1 of $5 M which was , arbitrarily
assumed to be spread over three launches.
Refer to Volume .1I Technology.-Base
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Payload to Estimated
Z, auneh Vehicle Synchronous Costs'(lbs) (Meg
Delta 210 to 290 3.7
Atlas (SLV-3A) & Agena D 500 8 .4
Apogee Motorwith 1100 8.
Atlas (SLV-3A) & Improved. Agena 850 8.o
with Apogee Motor 1340 8.4
Atlas (SLV-30) & Agena D -
with Apogee-Motor goo 804
Atlas (SLV-3C) & Improved Agena 250 8.0
with Apogee Motor 1100 8.4
Atlas/Centaur + Burner 11 18% 14.2
Titan III C 2050 15.9
Titan III C + Burner II 3000 18.2.
Saturn '3 47000 203.0
NOTE; Some variation in -weight and cost as a function of source was
noted and some judLpnent was therefore exercised in the above
listings.
W
'
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY RASE4 - Large Aperture Parabolic Antenna Uystem
The cost and gain of large paraboli c
 antenna systems wo re re lated through the
parameters of antenna diameter and tolerance, and a method was establi ,hed to
determine the parameters which yield desired grain at a minimum coat.
Since large antennas comprise important elements of the ground terminals
for the passive comsat systems considered, an anal bi n-was undertaken to
establish antenna technolo;tmt inputs to the study .
	
of primary importance
were relationships between antenna diameter, surJoon tolerance, gain
and cost.
To the first orde r, an equation, derived by Rune, expresses the relation-
ship between the loss of gain. over an ideal reflector and the rms surface
deviation (d)
	 2
-G IF 	 7[	 c3.^.....-de
O4
The manufacturing precision per foot of antenna diameter (d1D2
which can be achievers with eatabli.shed manufacturing techniques
was determined to be 3.3 X 10-7,
	 This figure represents the best
result consistent with existing ,;tare -of-the-arte	 accordingly, the
following relationship between surface tolerance, d, and antenna
diameter D, was used in this study;
^` V. 3, 3 x ^,t^`7
12 D
or,,
d	 ^^; 4	 D?x 10	 where d is in inches
D is in feet
Thus, when NIt represents all inefficiencies except those resulting from
surface errors,
0st D	 Orr	 x	 4	 x 10^,=0 	 N	 (	 )	 e	 l
(N	 was given a value of 0.6 for this study.
The unit cost (CA), in dollars, of an antenna having a tolerance
commensurate with the above manufacturing precision was determined
to be approximately
CA	 =	 (e8.8 D2.42)
This formula is applicable for antenna with diameters near 100 feet
or greater.
To obtain an improvement in rms tolerance over the "basic value" (d) for a
given diameter antenna the cost was assumed to be multiplied by a factor
"b" which is inversely proportional to the tolerance improvement "a".
Withth this assumption
2.42CA 	_
	 (28. 8 D	 x b_)
Using the above relations, the values of D and b were optimized to
yield the desired gs.;f n for minimum cost. 	 The results used during the
I study are plotted,t
For antennas requiring high f,,ransmitterpowers, at was assumed that 250,000
dollars are necessary for 'R - & Do in addition to unit cast, , to modify the
antenna system to handle the high power. 	 The cost for operating and
maintaining the antenna was taken to be 5 percent per year of" the initial
unit cost.	 Thus
z. C	 =	 .05 (28.8 D2 42 x b)	
1ors
Refer to Volume II - Technology Base and Economic Comparison and
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
5 - High Power Microwave Transmitters
Based on a state-of-the-art survey, a klystron amplifier capable of de-
livering 0.62; Mw average o er over a band of 300 MHz at 8 GHz, at a
system cost of 125 (watts) • 3 , was selected for the representative
high power ground microwave transmitter.
Klystrons, traveling wave tubes, and cross field amplifiers are
used to generate high power in the .microwave band. A comparison
of the power available with each type of amplifier indicated
that the klystron has the highest power handling capability with
a reasonably high efficiency, and only it cau be considered for
power on the order of 1 Mw. Therefore, the klystron amplifier was
selected for the representative high power ground microwave trans-
mitter. Two operated in parallel will provide 1 Mw average power
over a band of 500 MHz at 8 GHz.
The lis p ed limiting characteristics were based on available data
and were assumed for a high power transmitter. 	 The power klystron
can be made available by 1970 at an E & D cost of approximately
350,000 dollars.
k i
The total unit cost of a transmitter was taken to be
C	
125 Po.63
T
. and it was divided equally among the tabulated five major components.
Some of the successful attempts have been made in paralleling two or more
k tubes to achieve higher power.
	
With several power tubes in parallel,
the total cost of a power subsystem of P watts composed of k power
amplifiers with m standby klystrons was taken to be
0°63 375C	 =	 (m + k) ( P )`	 50 P0.6
w
k 1
where the first term represents the cost of the klystron and the #``
second, the cost of the DC supply and start-up cost. 	 The quantity
C is in dollars.	 Two power amplifiers rated,at 625 KW but operating
at 500 ;KW each, were used in parallel for the study to provide 1: Mw
of power over a band of 500 MHz at 8 GHz. 	 Additional R & D costs of
approximately 300,000 dollars were assumed for high power plumbing
and dual feedhorns and approximately 100,000 dollars for system n
integration, and tests.
The _operation and maintenance costs required for the power amplifier'
tubes and the DC power supply in the transmitter were ;taken to be
20 percent per year of the cost of the ,lower subsystem.
' t o.63 3
COMP	
=	 0.2	 [75 (m + k) ( K )	 + 50 PO. J
S
A TTT
 A
Refer to 'Volume II - Technology Base and Economic Comparison
^	 1
r¢	 1
Volume III - Appendix H
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LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS' OF RICH 'POWER TRANSMITTERS
8 GHz
625 10T
500 KW
300 MHz
16 db
1.5 Mw	 F
20,4oO hrs
2.3 years of continuous
operation
	 ,
44,000 hrs	 5 years
Operating Frequency
Rated Output Power
Operating output Power
Modvlation Bandwidth
Signal to Astorl.-ion Ratio
Prime Power Rewired
Tube Mean Time to Failure at 90
Cathode Life (C.L.)
Mean Time to Failure of Transmitter
(except power tubes at 90 percent C.L.)
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
6 - Additional Ground Terminal Considerations
Other major cost factors for the establishment of a ground terminal for
passive comsat systems are those associated with the noise-temperature
of the front end, electronic subsystems other than the front end, and
power transmitter, and facility ,  and start-up costs.
The cost relationship assumed for the major items in a ground
terminal, excluding antenna and power transmitter costs, are
tabulated.	 The relations were developed using data supplied by
Comsat Corporation, NASA sponsored studies, and various manufacturers.
The values listed for the cost of parametric amplifiers (Parample)
reasonably represents the existing situation,
	 The bandwidth pro-
vided by these paramps was taken to be 500 MHz,	 The 25 degree
noise .-temperature and bandwidth can be made available without
additional R & D.
The costs of electronics includes subsystems such as tracking
electronics, frequency supply, modulator/exciters, and boresight
facilities including test equipment, but does not include costs
associated with front ends and high power transmitters. 	 The cost
I. relationship expressed is based on Comsat data and date supplied
by manufacturers of relatively large stations and is only an
approximate indicator.	 However, since manufacturing data indicates
that for large installations, electronics constitutes only a
relatively small percent-age of the total cost, the cost relationship
was considered sufficient for the study.	 Similarly, the costs of
facilities such as buildings, site improvements, etc. is only an
indicator, but again, represents a small part of the total cost of
large installations.
The tabulated start-up cost is the a verage of the high and, low
estimates used by Comsat Corporation for 85 foot stations.	 It was
assumed that this cost remains relatively constant, with the-,.,,size
of the installation.	 It includes the costs associated with site
surveys and improvements; architect and engineering; technician
training, initial program management and engineering; etc. 	 The
operation and maintenance costs of each of these major items is
also tabulated.
Refer to Volume II	 Economic Comparisons, and Volume III	 Appendix N
f ^ ^
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jEstablishment Costs
i
1^"_Parametric Amplifier Costs
9	
billion dollars
T •
T °K	 Approximate	 Cost/Unit
	
25	 $98,000
	
50	 53t000
	
100
	 20,000
W0
SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
7 - Active Link Equations
The link, equation for an active satellite system is dependent upon the
type of repeater used (hard limiting)
Ti- minimize the noise due to intermodulation when considering
hard limiting repeaters, it is necessary to space the accesses
apart in frequency, thus wasting a portion of the total available
bandwidth, This wastage factor (a) is defined as the total
bandwidth (W) divided by the required rf signal bandwidth per
access (B) times the number of -accesses (p).
W
a = p xB
Thus the total number of accesses (p) that can be supported by
a satellite employing a hard limiting repeater is given by
Equation (1).
s
a;
fi
	
1	 l	 M'
	
PTA	
(	 + 1.26
1	 SIR
	
Pl
	
	
SNR
	
4 . (	 p	 (^	 in	B x 	 L4	 1+	 1 + 1.26 M	 (1)
	
}	 a	 SIR	 p )	 i
When only one channel is considered per transponder, there are
obviously no intermodulation products and the link equation can
be written as Equation (2).
i
= (SIN)
Ll a k	 (2
	
T3	o	 (ERP)A
^r
{SSA
G
	
( 	 Refer to Volume II Economic Comparisons, and Volume III Appendix I and M
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Definition of Terms from Equations (1) anid (2)
T 2	 (^)1M	 x k L1 a I P1	 BG 2	 1
P(rA	 0 F.RPA 	Total effective radiated power
B	 a rf bandwidth per access
G3	 0 Antenna gain of receiving user terminal
T 3 0 Noise temperature of receiving user terminal
k	 a Aoltzmann ' s constant
L4 	- Free space loss from satellite to receiving user terminal
w Miscellaneous losses asso;:^. 	 ed with receiving system
m	 - fm deviation mt o
j	 (SNR) Aequ red signal-to-noise ratio at the in-put of
in the receiv er
SIR	 M Signal-to-intermodul.ation power ratio in bandwidth
S/No
	
n Required carrier-to-noise density ratio
Ll 	_ Free space loss from transmitting user terminal to satellite
T2A	 0 Noise temperature of active isatellite receiver
'D 2R	 a Antenna gain of receiver mode of repeater station
p( 1 Miscellaneous losses - associated with active satellite
(ERP)	 - Total effective radiated power from transmitters terminal
Bl	 - User terminal transmit rf signal bandwidth
Vt.
I^
SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE8 - Passive Link Equations
The link equation for passive satellite systems is dependent upon
the number of "hops" in the system link,
Equation (1) yields the total numbe± of accesses (p) available
for the passive satellite systems employing a " ouble hop and
linear ground based repeater.
L3, Free space loss from repeater station to passive satellite
L - Free space loss from satellite to receiving user terminal
of Miscellaneous losses
k Boltzmann' s co .jtant
(ERP) total effective radiated power from largeP
transmitting terminal
T3 Noise temperature of receiving user terminal
G 3 Antenna gain of receiving user terminal
ppP - Miscellaneous losses associated with receiving system
G 2
• Antenna gain of transmit erode of repeater station
T 2 Noise temperature of repeater station
d 2 - Miscellaneous dosses associated with rep=eater station
(MP) l Total effective radiated power from transmitting user terminal
j
i
i
j'
{
Definition of terms from Equations (1) and (2)
k	 L L	
G2R	 (13,	 k T2p of 2 L  L2A,
G3 _ 3 4	 ^wjO x a5 A2	 (YAP)2T 	 2	 1
PTP	 0 Total repeater terminal transmitter p oker
G2R	 0 Antenna gain receive mode of repeater station
Ggl	 a Passive satellite gain ( first hop)
GS2 	 • Passive satellite gain (second hop)
S/No	 R w Reauired carrier-to-noise density ratio
B	 rf bancMdth per access
Ll	Free space lose from transmitting user terminal to satellite i
L2	 Free space loss from passive satellite to arepeater station
19
0SECTION III TECHNOLOGY SASE
. 9 Passive'Link'Equation Interpretation
For the purpose of clarity, th(,S link equations are interpreted in terms of
the basic concepts such as antenna and passive reflector apertures,
I`	 For a transmitter that transmits a power PT in the direction of the
satellite,; the power per unit area at the range of the satellite R1
can be given as
Si	 T
Al
If the satellite as illustrated occupies an area of space ,given by S2,
then it intercepts a portion of the power transmitted given by
ST
A$2	 S i (power intercepted)1.Si
Assuming that this reflector has a reflection coefficient very dear
unity ( ,a reasonable assumption), then the power reflected; is equal to
the power incident. The reflected power is confined in a cone of apex.
angle ®S where AS is determined by the satellite (reflector) geometry.
The power per unit area back at the Earth, assuming the satellite is
directed towards the Earth, is therefore
al
Fox a_recei.ve antenna that occupies an aree given by S4 and is directed
towards the satellite,, the power rece ived is
Ci
I rA 2
a
f	 r or, substituting for $
A2 A .
.
Sr	 _	 ST	 ^--A	 ^---
2 i.
Since	 2	 2
R
Al	 1 4	 t:	 (8 is in radians)
n D 2
..	 SA2	
— --4--
n R
	
9'2 j
A2	 =	 --}	 S	 —	 (6 is in radians)
-;7t Dr
-----a	 ,
proper substitution results in {
' 2	 2 i
E
D	 D
S	 R
•,
S	 2	 2	 2	 2r	 T` Rl	 R2	
^T	
AS
-24
n,...w
Accounting for antenna efficiencies less than 100 percent, 4r becomes
S
r
	 STI)s OR2	 R
Rl2
 K22 9T2 os2
where Yt and 77r are the transmit and receive antenna efficiencies
respectively.
If it is assumed that the noise-power
 
received is primarily due to the
receiver, then
NB	 KT2 B
Where
NR a noise power received
T2 a noise temperature of receiver in degrees Kelvin
K . Poltzman' s constant
B M Receiver bandwidth
Thus the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the receiver is given as
2	 2
N	 vs	 DR 71, T'
.
	
.p
R	 a ,2 R22 0 T A^
2
 KT2
 H
Passive Link G'eometry
f.
x^
a
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SECTION III - TECHNOLOGY BASE
10 - Cost Motxel
A cost model based on a 10-year system life and an 8 percent return
on investment was developed taking establishment acid maintenance cost
for ground and space segments into consideration.
An inveistigation, of various cost models was conducted and a simple
model was selected for this study. The model is based on the
remise that initial investments comprised of it & D and establish-
ment costs will be converted to level annual costs, calculated to
return 8 percent on investment over the life of the system when
discounted Lo present values. In addition, it Is assumed that all
yearly maintenance costs will be written off during 'the year in
which they are incurred, and that the system has no salvage value*
The total system coat can therefore be convenientLy expressed in
terms of level annual costs over the life of the system. The cost.
model 1.4,1 detniled, and the various inputs required for the compare -
Live analysis have been detailed throughout the technology base.
It should be noted that system life does not imply the life of the
elements composing the system.
Vk.
COST MODEL
Total level annual cost
C/TA	 RDG	 EG
	
ADS + x (C
e LS + K e 
C 
S	 )-n(o	
+ C	 + C	
+
+ [CMG + IIM, (C,,S + Km CS
4i
ii
kit
*1
0
ar
L-
SECTION IV L
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SECTION IV - COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PAS'3IVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
1 - Basis of Comparison
Passive and active systems were compa i on the basis of cost,
technical performance, and operationa effectiveness.
An initial compar'_,on was ". de between passive and active comsat
Is	 systems on the bati.: of cost. The costs were derived for thesame missions, and technical requirements with total communication
bandwidth being allowed to vary as dictated by system constraints
for each passive or active system.
In order to obtain a meaningful technical and cost comparison,
It was assumed that both the passive satellite system and the
active satellite system utilize the same user terminal stations,
and that performance requirements expressed in terms of the
required signal-to-noise ratiu at the output of user's receiver
must be the same in both cases.
Specific missions evaluated were a point-to-point mission and a
TV distribution mission. A system in each case consisted of a
ground transmitter and receiver and the active or passive satellite.
:or the point-to-point passive system a master terminal was
Included for double hop (relay) operation. A cost analysis of
each mission was then performed resulting in the determination
,f the level annual cost for each system, ex .lusive of the costs
the user terminals.	 ^.
and passive systems were
and spectrum utilization,
control, prcpagation time
o operational effectiveness.
Following the cost comparison, active
compared on the basis of interference
problems of ground coverage, traffic
delay, and other aspects jwrtaining t
Refer to Volume II - Economic Comparisons, and Volume III - Appendix K
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tComparison Basis
DEFINITION
OF PASSIVE ICI+ID ACT,"
COMSAT SYSTFIZ
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SECTION IV -COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
2 -Point-to-Point-Voice Mission
A point-to-point telephony mission provides the first basis for
comparison between active and passive systems, operating at X-band
and subject to several constraints established for the comparison.
The first mission established for the purpose of the economic
comparison between active and passive systems provides for two-
way voice communications (telephony) between ground terminals.
As illustrated, the active system utilizes a satellite in
synchronous orbit to provide direct communications between small
ground terminals. The passive system is of the "double hop"
type, utilizing a reflector in synchronous orbit and a ground
based.repeater to provide a communications path between the user
terminals. Additional assumptions and performance requirements
on which the analysis is based are listed with the illustration.
The common user termina l. designation implies that the ERP of
comparative transmitters is the same and that comparative re-
ceivers have the same fm threshold and sensitivity. The
sensitivity is nor,,^ mlly assumed as the ratio of the antenna ga in
to receiving system noise tempewature (G/T). Five dif ferent
rACTIVE
SATELLITE
USER
TMMINAIS
PASSIVE SATELLITE
...a,:•^""^.^_^*.+.- a ,.*r..., : ,...
USES, TERMINALS
0 K REPEATER
ASSU12TIO.xs
:r 11BQ - - - - _ _ -	 - 7.2 GHz dvwnl3*.W
CT VF,	 8.00 GHz uplink
.SSPIE	
7.25 GHz first hop
8.00 GHz second hop
MODUL iTIOI1	 fm
11 JLTIFIL iiCCr SS	 FD1,1_
.;LL U3M TLRI INjILS THE SAl,—1	 -
PL'RFOR1.1NCE REQ ITs
IOUTFUT VOICE HAIVDWIDTH	 b- KH'z
,OUTFUT SNR	 SI'Rout=24db
Modulation Index	 M=2.5
.RF Ha.JDW IDTH	 E= 3 OKHz
RECEIVER THRESHOLD IN B	 T=7.ldb
INPUT C/N DENSITY RATIO 	 C/No 51db -Hz
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SECTION IV - COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
2 - Point -to-Point Voice Mission
COMPARISON.INPUTS
The voice mission comparison was made on the basis of total number of
accesses and cost per access of postulated active and passive comsat
systems, utilizing the cost model, link equations, passive satellite, active
satellite, .launch vehicle, and ground terminal inputs established in the
technology base.
The required inputs to the voice mission comparison in^.lude the
definition of thv active and passive satellites and launch vehicles,
the user terminals, the master terminal for the passive system, and
the cost model and link equations.
Based on these inputs and the mission requirer y , ,'tts, the defined
active and passive systems were formulated and compared on the basis
of the total number of accesses and the level annual cost per access.
I The required passive satellite inputs include the cost, :lifetime,
{ gain and beamwidth as a function of weight which in turn specifies
the launch vehicle requirement.
	
These variables, defined in the
technology base, were utilized herein.	 The active satellite inputs
have been established and include lifetime, receiver 01T, bandwidth,
ERP (gain and transmitter power), and beamwidth as a function of{
weight.
'
(!
Launch vehicles have also been defined for the range of satellite
weights of primary interest here.
	
The Atlas Agena B-II was used
}"	 # to boost satellites in the weight range _1000 pounds, the Titan III-C
in the weight range 1000 pounds e-W c 2100 pounds and the Titan III-C-BII
in the weight .range .2000 pounds-(W:5  3000 poundsf, t!
Ul Five types of ground terminal stations were considered in the comparison.
,. These are summarized under the designation ST-1, ST-2, ST- 3, ST-4 and
ST-5'.
	
The characteristics of the terminals were selected to cover the
"I range of applications from small mobile terminals with 6-foot antennas
I} (ST-1) to large terminals (ST-5) with 100-foot antennas that exceed
'.A the capabilities of presently used commercial comsat type antennas.	 All
Lf these terminals have been built or are within the state-of-the-art.
For the cost comparison, the user terminals are common to the active'
and passive systems and, therefore, costs are not included.
For the large ground terminal (master terminal), guidelines established-
in the technology base were used.	 For the comparison, the largest
terminal to be considered include a 159-foot antenna and an output
power of 1 Mw.	 This represents the best compromise between antenna's
cost and technology.	 The characteristics of this terminal are summarized.
The cost and link equations established in the technology base
^"
..
represent :the models through which the above inputs were combined
w	
^'
to determine the number of communications accesses and associated
for	 A sample link calculationcosts	 various active and passive systems.
i..'
. for the passive is included as an illustration (see Page 	 22	 for
definition of terms) .
t. Refer to Volume II - Economic ' Comparisons
_	
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iGROUND TERMINAL CIiWOTERISTICS
i
AR^AI• TEIi 	 UNITS
	
ST-1 	 ST-2	 ST-3
	
ST-4	 ST-5
ANTENNA DIAMETIR	 ft.	 6	 15	 30	 60	 100
i
A"TI M IJA GAIN	 db	 1a.	 ^9	 ^5	 61	 65
MR NSMITTL•`Et POWER	 Watts	 2K	 5K 1OX	 10111. 10ox
TRANSMITTLE POWER	 dbw
	
30	 37 40	 40 50
RECEIVER NOISE TE117.	 °K	 315	 100 100	 64 64
RECETV R NOISE TEI•2 1 ,	 db°	 25	 20 20	 18 18 I
I G T
	 db	 16	 29 35	 43 47 i
i (MP)	 dbw
	 71	 86 95	 101 115 j
}
REPEjiT; ' CEARACTIRISTICS ,fit
AIkTEI13iK GAIN CO, db (,-,t  SGHz) F	 1it
"T :	 1 1A DIrAkJrTER 151 rt
I
i rxl^l.,.IIiA rms SIIR^'^.CE TOI1^t^IdCE Ctiw	 h+ ao	 is_ ^ K
SANTE =k COST 11.w'141IL1110:' Dolla-As 7hh
.
^.t	
^
i I
1111
^
fl _Link Calculation (Master Terminal to ST-1) I
D- -----------•--------------------------------- 325 ft
rnr _----------------------------------------------- 6 ft (ST -1)It
---- --------------------
	
--- --- --- --- - -- .55 i
r
--------------
-------------------------------
8t 	-
-3
•775 x 10 radians I
IF
---------------------------------------------
 .                  	 .        
.6o i
iq	 ------------------------------------- ------- .0174 radians (16)
R	 ------------(worst case) -------- -- -----------1 22 ,,300 n. mi.
:, R	 ------------(Worst case)---------------------2 22,300 n. mi.
-Tr ------- ----- -------------------- ----------- - 315° K (ST-1)
B-----------------------------------------------1
3o Kxz
f; -	 -	 -	 -	 -K	 --- -	 --------- -------	 --- ----	 --------- 101.38 x	 3 joules/°K
%f P'/Nr (Receiver Threshold)-------------------. 7.1 dB
P	 (Minimum Required) ----------------------- 30 watts
"( Mergin --------------------------- 	 -	 -- ------ N 3 dB
I
Pt
	
(per voice channel
	
-- 60 watts
A-A 29
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SECTION IV - COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND `PASSIVE COMSAT SYCTEMS
2 Point-to-Point Voice Mission
RESULTS - POINT-TO-POINT VOICE MISSION
The determination of the total number of accesses and level annual cost
per access for each active and passive system configuration indicates
a distinct competition between active and passive systems.
For each passive system configaration (i.e., for each combination
of a given beamwi.dth satellite and a user terminal) the system
gain was adjusted to achieve a system power limit as a function
of number of accesses, at the some point as the bandwidth limita-
tion is reached. The gain of the master terminal antenna and
satellite were then optimized to yield the desired system gain at
the minimum cost.	 The optimized antenna and satellite dimensions1
are tabulated in Columns 1 and 2.
A' For each .ctive system configurations the bandwidth wastage factor
(a) was a i.justed to yield the maximum number of accesses with
considera;,ion to bandwidth and ERP limits.
	
one total number of
accesses for each passive and active system configuration were
t then computed and are tabulated in Columns 3 through 6.	 It may
,. be noted that the maximum Dumber of aecesse ,4 is about 25 percunt
less for the active systems due to the bandwidth wastage resulting
from the hard limiting repeater.
The level annual cost/access for each system was calculated on
the basis of the full system load discussed above and is
-	 f tabulated in Columns 7 through 10	 where competitive areas mayI be noted.	 A similar computation was performed with the capacityf for each system augmented.	 The augmentation for the active
systems takes the form of an additional satellite. 	 Since the
passive satellite can reflect a practicv,lly unlimited bandwidth
the limiting system element which must be augmented is the
master terminal.	 For each augmentation,, the capacity listed in the
i	 . appropriate columns (3 through 6) is simply multiplied by the
number of augmentations,.	 The-systems ,are augmented out to
in..inity ( aQ ).	 This means that enoufSh augmentations have occurred
so that any fixed cost associated with the initial system is now
negligible withrespect to the total costs.	 In other 'words, this
is the lowest cost per access which can ever be achieved.
The results, in terms of level annual cost/access, are summarized
in Columns 11 through 22.	 Here it may be noted that passive
systems tend to be cost effective with respect to active systemsif
°
tl
for more configurations than at thfi sing;Le system level. 	 The
cost crossover points and conditioizs are further examined in the
next subsections.
Refer to "Volume II - Economic Comparisons r
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SECTION IV COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
2 - Point-to-Point Voice Mission
COMPARISON - VOICE MISSION
The results of a cost analysis comparison of the voice mission
indicates that the passive systems tend to be less costly for
large user terminals and/or narrow ground coverage systems as the
traffic increases.
The preceding results were compared., to determine the least
costly system. For situations in which a cost crossover was
obtained the crossover point, in terms of number of accesses,
and the number of augmentations required was noted. The
comparisons are tabulated.
It can be noted that the relative passive system costs tend to
reduce for high traffic levels. Furthermore, the passive
systems are likely to be less costly at all traffic levels,
or obtain a cost crossover at a lower level for systems with
large user terminals and/or small ground coverage.
aApproximate
no. of channels
Ground at which the
coverage passo sat. aye.
Use 	 Station
(beamw dth)
(deerees)
becomes more
econo	 } ,
10 (city) 45POOO
(I -ft ant.) 2 (state) 
_I 4 (time zone) Act. systems
8 (U. S.) are always
16 (113 earth) cheaper
1 Pass sat.a ways chea,por
(.5't. ant.) 2 UV OCO
50pOOO
g Act. sat. are
I 16 always cheaper
S;r-3 1 f`s.ss sst.
(PO let. ant.) always cr1^en	 ^*,r 67v 000
S 120t000
16 Act . sat. always cheaper
ST- 1 Passive
( !60 _ ft . ant.) 2 satellite always
cheaper
50v 000
6 65, OOO
ST
-5 1 Passive sat.
(100 ft, ant.) 2 always
4 cheaper.
g 22, 500
16 4615-00
ti
Itw
^ P1
I
f
I
i
E
i	 I
i
i
i
Al-MOX11 ATE NUMBER OF CHA=S AT WHICH h PASSIVE SATELLITE SYSTER
BECOMES MCRE ECONOMICAL (AN ANNUAL COST PER ACCESS BASIS)
THAN AN ACTrVE SATELLITE SYSTEM
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SECTION IV COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
3 - TV Distribution System
A TV distribution system operating at X'-band and subject to realistic
performance constraints established for the comparison, provides the
second comparison between active and passive systems.
The second mission utilized in the economic comparison between
active and passive systems provides for one-way distribution
of television signals to ground receivitag stations. The active
system again utilizes satellites in synchronous orbit, a
transmitter, and a set of ground receivers as illustrated.
S4 m4 1 1 the illustrated ussive s stem uses a saddle reflectory ,	 f.	 y
in synchronous orbit to provide direct TV"distribution,from a
ground based transmitter to a set of receivers.
Additional assumptions and realistic performance constraints
on which the system is based, are listed with the illustrations.
S
t
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Refer to Volume II - Economic Comparisons, and Volume III - Appendix K
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SECTION IV - COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
3 - TV Distrl:bution System
INPUTS AND PROCEDURE FOR TV COST COMPARISON
The procedure for the TV mission cost comparison included definition
of passive and active systems and comparison on the basis of level
annual system cost versus receiver sensitivity (G/T) required for
receiving stations.
The required inputs to the TV mission comparison include the
definition of active and passive satellites and launch vehicles,
the transmit termini, ' for the passive system, and the cost model
and link equations.	 Based on these inputs and the d efined mission
t requirements, active and passive systems were formulated and
s compared on the basis of level annual system cost versus G/T
required for the receiving stations.	 As with the voice xr
mission, the inputs listed above were obtained directly from
the technology base.
In order to calculate the total system cost, the cost of the
receiving stations must be known, which may vary depending on
i
the sensitivity (G/T) of these stations.	 Since these costs were,
not available, the comparison between the passive and active
systems was accomplished by assuming that in both cases, the
same number of ground receivers with the same G/T are used. :.
Since this assumption means that the total costs of the ground
^., receivers will be the same in all cases, they do not have to
x be included in this comparison.	 Accordingly, it is sufficient a
to calculate the annual costs of the satellites and the
transmitters for both the passive and active aystems and
compare them.
The regiiired G/T of the receiving terminals was determined for
each active satellite configuration for a variable capacity from }
one to tw%elvp TV channels, using the inputs and established V
modeling.	 Similarly, the required system gain (transmitting ;-
i	 a+ passive satellite	 ^.n	 frax each passive satelliteantenna e ga n_ _	
	 8)	 P .,_ _
configuration was determined -as a function of G/T for the same'
f. number of TV channels. 	 The transmitting antenna and passive
^. satellite parameters were then optimized, as in the voice mission,
t to yield the required system gain at n minimum cost.
Level annual system costs a,s sog ia ted with, each active and passive
system configuration and re1e
	 Of T were' then determined. `" As,
indicated previously	 t ^.,	 c 1vq	rrnina.l costs and, active
x satellite transmit terfdti .l eo= to- were -not considered in the
determination.
Finally, the costs of active and passive system configurations
t with equivalent ground coverage and TV traffic were compared at
the same G^T levels; the same ground receiver G;T levels implying
i the same costs for any number of receiver terminals.
'	 sC
Refer to Volume II - Economic Comparisons
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PASSIVE SATELLITE - Same A s Point-to-Font Telephony
TRANSMIT TMMINAL PASSIVE SYSTEM - Same As Repeater Terminal
In Previous I/fission
ACTIVE SATELLITE - ERP and Weight As In Previous lassion But
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WSECTION IV COMPARISON OP ACTIVE AND :PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS3 - TV Distribution System
RESULTS - TV DISTRIBUTION
The results of the TV distribution analysis are summarized in terms *°
of level annual costs and corresponding receiver G/T levels for each
passive and active satellite configuration and increasing costs as a
function of reciprocal G/T, beamwidth and capacity are noted.
The results for the TV distribution analysis are summarized for
a traffic level corresponding to l TV channel.
	
The summary is
compiled against the variable ground terminal G/T parameter. 	 For
each passive satellite beamwidth
	
the optimized satellite and,	 s
transmitting antenna parameters and level annual costs associated
r with G/T values are tabulated.
It may be noted that annual costs decrease with increasing G/T
values as might be expected. 	 However, this is merely an
A	 ,
indicator that ground terminal segwent costs are increasing
and for significant numbers of terminals an optimum G/T level
corresponding to minimum cost would result.
	
Additionally, costs
at any G/T level increase as the coverage angle increases, due
to loss in system gain at the satellite.
Similar tabulations are incorporated for the active satellites
with a listing of satellite type and level annual costs
corresponding to G/T levels. 	 Here again the expected reduction
in cost, as a function of G/T and reciprocal beammidth, is
noted for the same reasons described above.- {
The tabulations for increased numbers of channelsy while not
` included, bear the same functional relations. 	 Passive system
costs
	
of course, increase at any G/T lever for `nigher capacity,j The active system costs, while possibly viewed in a different
manner, yield the same result. 	 For the latter, system costs
remain the same as the number of channels increases, since the
satellite capacity limit has not been reached. 	 However, since ;.
t
the total ERP remains unchanged, a higher G/T level is required
as the ERP per channel decreases.
a ^
Refer to Volume II
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4SECTION IV - COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
3 TV Distribution System
COMPARISON TV DISTRIBUTION
The results of the TV distribution system comparison indicate that
it is possible to provide an active satellite system at an annual
cost that is smaller than that of a competitive passive system for
all the cases -studied.
The TV distribution data, in terms of system cost versus G/T of
receiving station, with channel capacity and beamwidth as
parameters, were compared for the active and passive system
configurations.
The comparison data for the case of the 4 degree beamwidth is
typical, end has 'been included. Evaluation indicates that for
every case considered, it is possible to find, at a gi'v'en G /IT
level, an active satellite TV distribution system at an annual
cost smaller than the competitive cost of a passive system.
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SECTION IV - COMPARISON Or ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMSAT SYSTEMS
4 - Summary - Mission Cost Analysie
In recapping the cost analyses of the telephony and TV distribution
missions, the seemingly conflicting results are justified and attributed
largely to the difference in traffic levels considered for the two
missions, re-emphasizing the requirement for large volumes of traffic
as a pre-requisite for cost effective passive systems.
The cost analysis of the two typical missions has indicated in the
first case (voice mission) that under certain conditions the passive
comsat system costs are lower than equivalent active system costs.
The conditions include high communications traffic requirements,
narrow beemwidth operation, and high G/T ground stationso	 floweverp
for the second case (TV distribution mission), it was always possible to
find an active system configuration which was less costly than any
equivalent passive system Configuration.
The examination to determine the meaning of the results for these
specific cases, provides further insight into the condi'Zions for
which passive systems become cost effective and further verifies
A the general applicability of the comparison approach. 	 In t4e proper
context, the cost comparison methods used in the preceding ailalyses
were exactly the same. 	 In both cases, data relating level annual
system costs were developed as a function of ground termLial G/T
with traffic level and ground coverage as parameters. 	 Therefore,
the least costly system for a given set of parameters could be
determined.
The only differences in the two missions were the total communication
traffic represented and the intemodulation distortion factor present
in the active comsat voice mission. 	 These factors (primarily the
first) are responsible for the apparently conflicting results of
the mission analyses.	 That is, large volumes of communication traffic,
as suspected, are a pre-requisite for cost effective passive systems.
The reasoning is as follows:
Passive satellites are extremely broadband linear reflectors
of e.m. energy, capable of reflecting extremely large band-
widths in any given direction. 	 Therefore, as the traffic level
increases, a bandwidth limit is reached at the transmitting or
relay terminal rather than at the satellite, 	 Further incresoes
in traffic can be accommodated with an additional ground terminal,
Conversely, however, the active system becomes bandwidth limited
at the satellite.	 Further increases in traffic which require an
additional satellite will always result in a cost crossover,
since the costs of such sate l lites are greater than the passive
system's ground repeater terminal.
Referring back to the Tk-l' distribution case will illustrate the point.
While 12 TV channels may represent a realistic traffic level, it is
9ossible ) particularly for the domestic case, that the system geometry
pould permit the simultaneous support of both the TV and telephony
aissions with a single passive satellite. 	 If the voice mission were
oredominate and considered to absorb all the passive satellite costs
then the only costs incurred by the TV mission would be those
associated with the transmitting terminal.	 This is illustrated.
Refer to Volume II	 Economic Comparisons
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SECTION V 'V 0M .11ONAL COMPARISONS
	 '^!
1 - Operational Const.;trations
Operational comparisons between active and passive s	 it systems
were based primarily on the fact that passive satellites ate simple
reflectors whereas active satellites are repeaters; passi l ►e satellites
require high ERP transmitting terms
	 and master terminals are used
In some passive systems for double-hop operation.
In eddit : t, i to the cost comp	 s, active and passive comsat
systems were also compared on the basis of operational _-onsidera-
tions. Operational differences which affect the comparison result
from the fol lowi n ., propeTties
ow
1. The passive astellite is bactcally a Pimple reflector
of electromagnetic evergy allowing anifora, return of
a wide range of frequencies, with no frequency t:unsla-
tion, in a dire :tion determ ,:mu* by Snell's law. Active
satellites operate in s fixed frequency range, are
bandwidth limited, and can redirect intercepted communica-
tions, regardless of the point of origin, in a npecifi±ddirection.
R. In general, passive satellite systems requiring a
particular capacity can trade between the use of high
ERP transmitting facilities and high G/T receivers,
while active systems which now use low FOP ground trans-
mitters trade betw , •^en law G/T receivers and high ER P
satellites. "*`"`tics results in different problems associated
with the comparative considerations of interferF:ce,
apectrum utilization, and synchronous orbit crowding.
3. Fo- some passive comsat missions
service between small terminals
system distribution geometry are
clusion of a master terminal in
active satellite sys-%'.ems h r ve no
problems of time delay, echo, an
fo7 the two systems.
Refer to Volume I1 - Operational Considerations
the problems of providing
and the problems of
resolved with the in-
the system. Since the
similar provision, the
d traffic control differ
OPERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
PASSIVE SYSTEMS ACTIVE SYSTEMS
SATELLITE IS SIMPLE LINEAR SATELLITE IS NON-LINEAR
EM REFLECTOR ACTIVE REPEATER
SNELL $ $ LAW REFLECTION REDIRECTS ENERGY IN
GEOMETRY ANY DIRECTION
EXTREMELY LARGE BANDWIDTH LIMITED BANDWIMH
NO FREQUENCY TRANSLATION FREQUENCY TPA14SLATION
HIGH ERP TRANSMITTERS AND/OR L014 ERP TRANSMITTER AND/OR
HIGH O/T RECEIVERS LOW G/T RECEIVERS
MASTER TIItMINAL AND DOUBLE-HOP NO MASTER T&MINA.L eitOVISIONS
OPERATION
i
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ISECTION V - OPERATIONAL COMPARISONS
1 - operational Considerations
REFLECTOR RELATED ASPECTS
Operational differences relating to the fact that the passive satelli4,
is a simple reflector are examined, noting that the greatest resultir,6
difference between active and passive systems pertains to the number of
satellites required as a function of geometry.
As illustrated, the passive satellite is a Snell's law reflector.
Therefore, the direction of any reflected wave is determined by the
satellite orientation and the location of the ground transmitter.
The active satellite can, however, redirect a wave into any location,
dependent only on the downlink antenna orientation regardless of
the direction to the ground transmitter. As a corollary, of course,
the active small beam satellite is limited to relay into only one
,area at any given time, while the passive satellite can simultaneously
relay traffic into many different areas. The result is a difference
in the number of satellites required to support a system strictly on
the basis of geometry.
Many sample cases would be presented in which the same number, or
fewer, of the active or passive satellites could be required for
mission support. Perhaps the worst coverage area lase for passive
satellites is represented by the situation in which a satellite of
benmwidth (BW = A) is required to provide communications between any
two points in an area of intercept angle from synchronous orbit
corresponding to (0). The number of satellites required is summarized.
The multiple beam type active satellite would require n satellites
assuming m ground stations and n beams, if the uplink beam is 0. For
large m and realistic values of n, the multiple beam type may require
more satellites than either the passive or single beam active.
At any rate, it can be seen that system geometry will affect the
number of satellites required, and therefore system costs, and must
be considered for specific cases. Other considerations resulting
from the fact that the passive satellite is a simple reflector are
summarized.
Since the passive satellite is a simple reflector, there is no
frequency translation between the uplink and downlink legs of a
transmission link. Therefore, by comparison, an active satellite
system which incorporates such a frequency translation requires
twice the bandwidth of the passive system. However, the passive
system advantage in this regard is offset to some extent, since
the mode of operation (no frequency translation) is not comma tble
with existing systems.
The inherent broadband nature of the passive satellite leads to a
number of operational advantages over active types, Foremost among
these is the fact that essentially no limit on communications bandwidth
occurs at the satellite. This feature has already been exploited in
-	 46
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the cost effectiveness analysis. However, the broadband nature
would ai.,o accommodate large) changes which could be made in
future frequency assignments without modification to the satellite.
Furthermore, new uses of the passive reflector could be added and
the satellite shared by many ;iystems without, again ., any modifications
to the satellite itself. In fact, the various ground terminals tied
into the system need not be of the same ERPp nor would power control
of the user transmitters be required as with an active satellite
system.
Finally, the fact that the passive satellite Is a simple reflector
makes a passive comsat system more difficult to jam since Jamming
requirements in terms of jammer HRP, jammer location and frequency
range would be more severe than against an active comsat system.
Reflection Geometry
Number of Active Satellites OF
..--.----Down Link B. . 0
over-	 Number of Passive
	 One Antenna
	 Two An ennas
:age	 Satellite; of B.W- 0	
1 
Up Link	 Up Link
ea	 With M.T.* Without M.T.*: 0
	 Gia 0 01 W. A =9 B.W.4Z
2	 220 Impossiblel (0	 4/a I	 of I0 /	 RQA-
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SECTION V OPERATIONAL COMPARICONS
1 Operational Consideration
RELATING TO LARGE GROUND TERMINALS
Considerations of the relative magnitudes of the BRP and G/T for passive
and active transmit and receive terminala, respectively, indicate that
the interference probability due to the passive terminals is greater on
the high power ground tronsmitter to satellite link while the active
system interference is tnvr#-. lik(,^ly on the satellite to ground receiver
link.
In general, it has been noted that passive satellite systems require
higher ERP transmitting terminals and/or higher G/T receiving
terminals than equivalent active systems. TM O characteristic
results since the passive system sustains reciprocal R4 path loss
while the active system experiences only reciprocal R2 loss on
the up-link and down-,ink legs, respectively. These factors must
be reviewed relative to the tabulated CCIR recommendations. The
high ERP of the largest terminal considered herein is 129 dbW over
500 MHz in the main beam of the antenna,. If proper siting, shielding,
and antenna design for low sidelobes are given due consideration,
interference to terrestrial systems in the shared frequency bands
should be negligible even for these high ERPs considered.
The high active satellite ERPs utilized in the cost comparison
are, for many cases, in excess of existing CCIR recommendations on
spectral density from space of 
-130 dbw per square meter in the
shared frequency bands, as is illustrated. This recommendation,
however, has since been determined to be too stringent and the
proposed change is noted.
Specific active and passive systems operating in.the shared bands
have been reviewed to determine the interference modes and effects
with existing terrestrial systems such as the TD-2 microwave link.
As expected ., passive system transmit terminals would interfere at
a greater distance than active terminals unless proper shielding
was provided. Quantitative results can only be presented for specific
cases.
In summary, there exists presently some CCIR recommendations which
would force the careful design of both the active and passive
satellite systems considered in this study.
Refer to Volume II Operational Considerations
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Power Density at Ground Receiver
^3.W •
SAT-1 SAT-2 SAT-3 SAT-4
35 watts 400 watts 800 watts 1200 watts
15.45 dbw  26 dbw 29 db'w 31 dhi
10 -100.C5 dbsrf m2 -90.30 -870 -85 ,3
2° -lo6,85 -96.3
r
-93.3 -91.3
41 -112.65 -102.3 -99.3 -97.3
8 0 -118.85 -1080 -105.3 -103.3
160 -124.85 -114, 3 -113.3 -109.3
CCIR RECOMMIMATIONS
R_ecentien -on 	 th from. Satellites
-130dbw MP- ,total.
Existing	 or
-149dbw/NP/4Hz
Proposes
Replacement	 (-152 + A/15 )rJbw/t,2-/41Mz
SECTION V OPERATIONAL COMPARISONS
1 Operational Considerations
USE OF A MASTER TERMINAL
The use of a large master terminal element in the passive systems provides
a means for communicating between small user terminalso alleviates the
problems of system geometry and provides a means for traffic control at
the expense of increased time delay and echo effects.
To compensate for system geometries which might require the use of
more than one passive satellite and to provide a means for communicating
between small user terminals, a master terminal and double-hop relay
operations have been included in some
	
postulated passive systems
(notably the telephony system considered herein).
The master terminal inclusion provides a ready means for traffic
control, but the double -hop operation increases the problems of time
delay and echo effects. With satellites located in stationary orbit,
a delay of UP to 0.3 second can occur for one-way propagation. For
double-hop operation the delay increases to 0.6 second. The one-way
time delay has the psychological effect of rendering an exchange of
ideas more difficult because of the delay in receiving a reply. This
problem is reduced, however, as the user becomes more familiar with
the system and can also be alleviated by use of a push-to-talk system.
The second problem resulting from the time delay is that of echo. In
an active satellite system (or single hop), if a signal is reflected
at the receiver, it returns to the origin in the form of an echo
with a delay of up to 0.6 second. In a "double-hop" system, the
delay would be increased by a factor of two. The problems with the
echo appear to have been satisfactorily solved by use of improved
echo suppressors for the single-hop case. It should be noted, however,
that echos occur primarily where four-wire to two-wire conversion
occurs in a circuit. Use of four-wire circuits throughout the system
would completely eliminate the problem. Commercially, this would not
be feasible but it could be used in special applications. The situation
could also be improved, in both a single and double-hop circuit, by
the use of a push-to-talk arrangement.
In general, the effects of echo and delay in double-hop systems must
receive a more thorough consideration before their impact on the
development of such systems can be evaluated. In special cases,
however, particularly with push-to-talk methods, satisfactory results
can most probably be obtained.
With a ground based repeater station, however, all switching and
supervisory equipment can: be located on the ground, providing a complete
traffic routing and control capability, similar to the conventional
terrestrial telephone network capability.
50",
When active satellites are used to provide tranamission links directly
between the two users, the problem of how to switnh the connections
to permit each station to communicate with each other becomes a serious
one. As yet, no completely acceptable solutions have been found. One
suggesti on which has boen made Is to locate the swi tchi ng equipment In
the satellit,p . such are approach is presently ojitei{le the state-of-the-
art, Therefore, active satellites must, resort to other techniques as
yet unknown or use a double-hop arrangement, Thija from a traffic
control viewpoint, double-hop systems mey Vie desirable for even acti ve
satellites. If such is the case, the p6selve sat = ellite system could
provide twi (^ a the c? at nel capacity in the total t)rndwidth and would
become particulairl,, attractive.
Saddle Satellite
aUi
0.15 Sec	 0.15 Sec
o ,o
Switching
and Traffic
Control
Master Terminal Considerations
1
t.	 '
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SECTION V - OPERATIONAL COMPARISONS
2 - summary
The operational comparison bAi analyzed the differences between active
and passive Comsat systems rioting that the major operational effects of
these differences will result in possibly unequal numbers of active or
passive satellites being required to support a given mission based strictly
on geometry, and that there exists presently some CCIR recommendations
which would force the careful design of both future active and passive
satellite communication systems operating in the shared microwave band.
Considerations of the operational effects of three major differences
between typical active and passive Comsat systems postulated herein
have been evaluated, and considerations resulting from these differences
are summarized. Since the differences result In pros and cons for
both the active and passive systems, it is difficult to derive 3
single conclusion based on the summary and any conclusion warrants
considerable discourse.
Most of the negative indicators resulting from the analysis can be
bypassed in system design, or other considerations for either the
passive or active system while still maintaining the basic conclusions
resulting from the cost analysis*
Perhaps one of the most serious problems considered, relates to
possible i viterference effects of the passive system high ERP transmit
terminal operating in the shared microwave bands. These large ERA'
terminals would require careful antenna design, judicious siting,
as well as other forms of shielding. However, on a comparative basis,
active satellites may suffer similar problems under presently existing
'CCIR regulations.
Therefore, either system would require careful design to meet these
regulations, based on technical evolutions, or system modifications
such as a switch to higher uncluttered and unshaved spectrum. It
has been noted that the number of satellites required to support any
given cession or missions as a function of only geometric consider-
ations can be different for active or passive systems. However, the
factor cannot, in general, be construed as a problem for either
passive or active systems and must be evaluated for specific re-
quirements. The important point is that geometry ,must be considered
in other than general comparison between active and passive systems,
since the number of required satellites greatly affects system cost
considerations.
0	 Master Terminal (Very high ERP)
E'	 1
0	 Active Satellite ERP 5 to 45 dh Above CCIR Std9
Number of Satellites Based on SyAtem Geometry

SECTION VI - RELATM PERFORMANCE ABOVE. X-RAND
1 - Relative Performance of
	 Passive Systems at Frequencies
Above X-Band
The analysis of the performance of passive systems was extended to
frequencies i ►. the 10 to 100 GHz band to determine if an advantage
was inherent {n operating at the higher frequencies, based on the
criteria of maxim , im capacity per terminal.
The preceding analyses were referenced to the base frequency of
8 GHz. An extension if the effort to frequencies in the 10 to
BOG GHz band was completed to determine if any Advantage was
inherent.
Transmitter power, antenna ga"9-ropagat'.on  loss, and noise
temperature are the system parameters which are frequency variant
and thereby affect the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to an
TF amplifier of a receiver terminal. By examining each of these
factors and determiaiinE, their overall effect on the signal-to-
noise ratio, a comparison was made between the maximum capacity
per terminal at frequencies in the 1C to 100 GHz hand and that
available b	 he base frequency (8 GHz).
MW
Transmitter power and receiver noise temperatures which are
stete-of-the-art and lead to maximum signal-to-noise ratios, were
determined through a manufacture and literature survey.
To determine optimum antenna gain for the frequency range from
10 to 100 GHz, size and surface tolerance were varied in a manner-
similar to that used in selecting the 15 14
 
t r,^* parabolic base
antenna used at 8 GHz. However, to provide a reference point
the cptimization was obtained at a fixed cost of $1).;e million
a p
 determines: by the cost of the referenced antenna. The
optimization of antenna performance showed t:iat the cost per dbk
of gain is decreased as frequency is increased (i.e., higher
antenna gains are possible for the referenced $11.2 million at
frequencies above X-band), while the remaining . *egirency variant
factors have the opposite effect.
The values for the frequency variant parameters determined in the
study are tabulated, subject to the assumptions noted. Since
propagation losses vary considerably with weather conditions of
millimeter frequencies, the analysis included provisions for
evaluations pertaining	 clear weather, fog, and rain conditions.
Refer to VGlucae II - Analysis of tre Relative Performance of a
Passive Communication Satellite at Frequencies
other than X-Band
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A2
F	 ?	 ^,
N	 r	 64 'R"a k Ti	 L
Fre a PT e rr ; G^ ^= T T T , L^`j LU L
(C11z) (kw) (1a b) (0) ("k) C' C) ('k) (db) NO (ab)
2 500 50.1 1.75 51 51 51 0.14 0.0066 0.0007
5 500 65.1 2.5 43 48 49 0.15 0.0665 0.0448
$00 6+8.6 2.90 42 50 70 0.17 0.36 0.11
10 300 70.2 3.10 42.5 54 95 0. 19 0.86 0.18
15 115 73.0 3.40 50 70 165 0.35 2.80 0.40
20 57 74.2 3.65 77 110 23 1 3 1.2 5.12 0.72
30 23 77.1 4.05 65 145 2;5 0.85 11.20 1.61;
40 11 78.5 4.30 130 200 300 1.3 16.3 2.36
so 1.9 52.4 5.0 135 310 310 4.0 33.4 11.46
100 0.35 53.6 5.42) 140 310 310 3.6 44.16 17.9
,NOTE.1i
1) teceiver handwidth assume-11 to he 500 MH z.
2) Transmitter /receiver elevation an; le of 30°	 assumed.
3)	 Assumed 5m1./hr rain rate over a 12 km propa( l
	tion path.
4) Asaumed 255 visibility four ovor a 6 km p opagation path.
5)	 Optimixod -ain for a Fixecl cost	 :11.2 millio=n
SIN = 5is r nal-to-noise ratio at input to IF
amplifier
1t 1+	 r ZL = 'Aant ran,,,es to	 satellite
r = EUective satellite radiu s
PT = Transmitter power
Gr, GR = Gai n of trans)nitter and receive antennas
(assumed equal)
A = Wavelength
k = Boltz,aann constant
= 290 (PJF - 1) + Ta r f,,	 (T.	 most he converted
	
to db)
Ti +
= Total sy: tem noise tel7perature
R = te.eiver- bandwidth
LT = ;Total loss = La + Lr + Lf
T  = Clear weather sky temperature
Tr = rainy weather sky temperature
Tf = Foggy weather sky te{,perature
La - Clear weather atmospheric loss
T.r = Loss ;lue to rain
Lf = 'Loss due to fob
SECTION VI - RELATIVE PERFOWANCE ABOVE X-BAND
2 - Results of Analysis
The study showed that while maximum capacity per terminal is reduced
at frequencies above X-band, proper weighing of other factors might
well show a desirability for operation above 10 GHz.
The normalized signal-to-noise ratio for a range of frequencies
is tabulated.
	 The tabulated data indicates that capacity will
be reduced, for a fixed cost, and on this basis there is no
advantage to higher operating frequencies.
The increase in antenna gain which can be realized above X-band
is more than overcome by the increase in receiver and external
noise, the increase in atmospheric losses, and the decrease in
available transmitter power.
	 However, improvements in receiver
noise figures and increased transmitter power could reverse these
results, particularly at frequencies in the vi c init
y 
of 30 GHz
where atmospheric attenuation reaches a minimum value between the
high absorption regions.
	 In addition, the spectrum below 10 GHz
is slowly becoming overcrowded and it is reasonable to assume that
frequencies above 10 GHz will be used for space communications and
data links to reduce spectrum crowding.
	 Additionally, if the
constraint of $11.2 million for antenna cost is removed, larger
capacities could be achieved.
Therefore, while the analysis has shown that the maximum capacity
presently achievable at higher frequencies does not compete under
the assumptions made with that achievable at the base frequency,
propei,
 weighing of other factors may well result in operations
abc\ve 10 GFz.
f
L Refer to V6A ume II	 Analysis of the Relative Performance of A
Passive Communication Satellite at Frequencies
Other than X-Band.
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SAI (f
Freq
(GHz) Clear Rain Fog
30 10.5 11.91 13.2
100 30-9 75.4 49.3
Normalized S/N(f)/S/N(f=8GHz) in decibels
.	
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SECTION VII
i
SECTION VII - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is concluded that passive communication satellite systems for certain
missions can offer potential cost and operational effectiveness with respect
to active systems; therefore, it is recommended that passive systems be
considered in meeting future communication requirements.
The following are mejor conclus i ons resulting from the study:
1. Passive communication satellite systems are, for many
specific cases evaluated, cost effective with respect to
active satellite !systems capable of performirq a single
similar mission. The cost effectiveness resi l lts, in
general, at high communications traffic levels.
the basis of operational considerations, t is concluded
t neither the active nor the passive systems offers a
tinct adv; stage over the other, although three ma inr
rational differences have been noted. These difference8
t be evaluated by the nydt,ms designer in order to derive
-lusions for specific cases. 	
_&
general, the operational features of passive systems
2h can be exploited in this regard include:
(1) Relatively unlimited communications traffic can
be directed by the satellite to the extent
permissable within the limitm of pra_aent or future
frequency rest_-ictions.
(2) The satellite can be simultaneously shared by
many systems if their coverage areas do not overlap
or their operating frequencies are different.
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(3) The same frequency spectrum can be used simultaneously
in several directions through the passive reflector
provided there is no overlap in coverage areas.
(4) User stations of different ERP's and G/T's can use
t:e same satellite without power control.
v 	 w
Operating frequencies, G; T, and ERP of terminal
can be changed, within the bounds of frequency
allocations and interference constraints, without
modifications to the satellite.
(6) she passive system possesses inherently good anti-,jam
properties from the standpoint of power required
ane jammer location.
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(7) From the viewpoint of frequency used, the passive
system can be thought of as conserving spectrum since
up and downlink frequencies are the same.
($) The master terminal concept offers a means for central
traffic control and switching on the ground, at the
expense of increased communications time delay and
echo delay.
Operational features which could restrict the use of passive satellites
for some communications applications are:
1. Due to the relatively high power which must be radiated from
Earth to overcome a two-way "spice loss", careful siting and
shielding of the relay terminal, in systems where it is required,
may be necessary to avoide interference to other terrestrial
systems operating in the same frequency bands. Because of the
probable interference, an exclus,Gve frequency assignment may be
required.
2. When "double hop" systems are employed the problem of signal time
delay and echo may force the use of either four-wire or push-to- 	 ^i
talk systems for voice communications.
3. Once the passive satellite is oriented in space and the transmitter
site fixed on the Earth the communication coverage area for that
particular transmitter is fixed. To change the coverage area
requires a reorientation of the satellite or a relocation of the
transmitter.
Secondary conclusions reached during the study and pertinent as assumptions
regarding the inputs to the above derivations are:
1. The passive system elements, including the satellite, its
subsystems, the ground terminals, associated antennas,
transmitters, receivers, and ocher hardware used in the
comparisons are feasible for the time period of interest.
a
2. The active satellites and system components used in the above
comparisons are compatible with the projections obtained from
sources associated with the development of active comsat systems.
a.
3. The analyt ical	 r.. ...procedures a`nd models employed during the study
are realistic and can provide a general basis for future systems
comparisons of this type.
As a result of the conclusions reached on the program, the following
recommendation is in order:
Passive satellite systems have been shown to offer the potential
for both cost effectiveness and operational effectiveness with
respect to active satellite systems for certain missions; these
missions being characterized primarily by high traffic require -
ments such as the point-to-point voice mission discussed herein.
Therefore, passive satellite systems should be reviewed in
competition with active systems to determine relative merit in
the implementation of specific future systems.
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